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Electrochemical gating for single-molecule
electronics with hybrid Au|graphene contacts†

Shuhui Tao,ab Qian Zhang,ab Andrea Vezzoli, b Cezhou Zhao,c Chun Zhao, c

Simon J. Higgins, b Alexander Smogunov, d Yannick J. Dappe, *d

Richard J. Nichols b and Li Yang *ab

The single-molecular conductance of a redox active viologen molecular bridge between Au|graphene

electrodes has been studied in an electrochemical gating configuration in an ionic liquid medium. A

clear ‘‘off–on–off’’ conductance switching behaviour has been achieved through gating of the redox

state when the electrochemical potential is swept. The Au|viologen|graphene junctions show single-

molecule conductance maxima centred close to the equilibrium redox potentials for both reduction

steps. The peak conductance of Au|viologen|graphene junctions during the first reduction is significantly

higher than that of previously measured Au|viologen|Au junctions. This shows that even though the

central viologen moiety is not directly linked to the enclosing electrodes, substituting one gold contact

for a graphene one nevertheless has a significant impact on junction conductance values. The

experimental data was compared against two theoretical models, namely a phase coherent tunnelling

and an incoherent ‘‘hopping’’ model. The former is a simple gating monoelectronic model within density

functional theory (DFT) which discloses the charge state evolution of the molecule with electrode

potential. The latter model is the collective Kuznetsov Ulstrup model for 2-step sequential charge

transport through the redox centre in the adiabatic limit. The comparison of both models to the

experimental data is discussed for the first time. This work opens perspectives for graphene-based

molecular transistors with more effective gating and fundamental understanding of electrochemical

electron transfer at the single molecular level.

Introduction

The electrochemical scanning tunnelling microscope (EC-STM)
is a powerful tool for studying charge transport through single
molecules at the electrode–electrolyte interface. As the elec-
trode potential is tuned, the current between the scanning
tunnelling microscope (STM) tip and the electrode surface
can be modulated. Here, the electrolyte can be referred as the
‘‘liquid gate’’, and the process has been termed a ‘‘single
molecule electrochemical gating’’. Using analogies with con-
ventional field effect transistors, the STM tip and the electrode
surface are then referred to as source and drain, and this
source–drain (bias) voltage can be separately controlled along-
side the gating potential between each working electrode and a

reference electrode. There are now diverse examples of redox active
molecular bridges studied using such methodology including
viologens,1–11 (anthra)quinones,12–14 tetrathiafulvalene and
benzodifuran derivatives,6,15,16 short conducting oligomers,17–21

metallo-organic compounds22–24 and perylene or naphthalene tetra-
carboxylic diimides.25–32 These multifarious redox active single
molecular wires have been studied under diverse electrochemical
conditions.

A ‘‘viologen’’ molecular wire with thiol terminated group
linked (‘‘wired’’) to two gold electrodes was the first electro-
chemical redox system to be studied in wired single molecular
junctions.1 Since then viologens have been a popular model
system for fundamental studies using single molecular electro-
chemical STM methods.1–11 The interest in ‘‘viologen’’ systems
lies in the redox reaction of the V2+moiety which is electro-
chemically reduced to its radical cation form Vþ� in its first
reduction step. Under electrochemical control, the redox centre
of viologens can be reduced and oxidized reversibly to produce
different conductance states. The conductance behaviour of
Au|viologen|Au system has been reported in aqueous media5

and ionic liquid (IL) media.10 It was found that the conduc-
tance of Au|viologen|Au features a monotonic sigmoidal
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increase upon making the potential more negative in aqueous
media. By contrast the same Au|viologen|Au system showed a
‘‘bell shape’’ conductance variation in ionic liquid media.
These data have been interpreted in terms of the two-step
electron transfer mechanism proposed by Kuznetzov and
Ulstrup (see ref. 33 and references therein), an alternative ‘‘soft
gating’’ model was given for the sigmodal curves in aqueous
electrolytes.10,34 In the former case, electrons transfer between
the two gold contacts through the redox active viologen moiety.
Due to strong electronic coupling between the charge donor
and acceptor in the adiabatic limit, multiple electronic transi-
tions take place during passage of the electronic energy level
through a region near the Fermi level of the electrode. A boost
of the junction current at the redox switching potential is
obtained. For the viologen system in aqueous electrolyte, an
alternative model has been used to rationalize the slow rise in
conductance with overpotential. This ‘‘soft gating’’ model for
this slow rise in conductance was also developed by Kuznetsov
and Ulstrup, is a superexchange tunnelling mechanism in
which the molecular bridge exhibits large configuration fluc-
tuations, which promote level alignment conducive to effective
tunnelling through the bridge. The viologen bridge is not
reduced as the potential is moved across the equilibrium
potential but nevertheless the favourable configurations boost
the tunnelling current giving an electrolyte gating effect.5

Despite significant progress, investigating different redox
molecules, very few previous attempts have been made to
broaden the range of electrodes studied. In the field of single
molecule electronics, both for electrochemical and non-
electrochemical (2-terminal) studies, the most commonly used
contact is still gold, since gold electrodes offer good chemical
stability, straightforward contact fabricability and are generally
free from oxide under ambient conditions. Moreover, gold can
form sufficiently strong metal-molecule covalent bonding such
as Au–S, Au–N, and Au–COO,35–37 providing a model
metal-molecule contact for molecular electronics. However,
limitations of gold electrodes for possible future molecular
devices are also apparent, including the high cost and
their non-compatibility with complementary metal–oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS) technologies. In 2015, Brooke and co-
workers used a scanning tunnelling microscope break junction
(STM-BJ) technique to produce 4,40-bipyridine (44BP) single
molecule junctions with Ni and Au contacts. A key observation
was that the resulting conductance of the Ni-44BP-Ni electro-
chemical transistors is significantly higher than the analogous
Au-based devices.38 The use of other novel electrodes promises
new platforms for molecular device fabrication. Indeed, new
phenomena have been reported for molecular devices using
indium–tin oxide (ITO),39 carbon-based materials,40–44 and
semiconductors such as gallium arsenide (GaAs),45,46 or silicon
as contacting electrodes.47 In our previous studies, it was found
that using Au|graphene electrodes and appropriate anchoring
groups such as amine or thiol could lead to a much lower decay
constant (b) even for aliphatic molecular bridges.41,42

In the present study we examine, for the first time, charge
transport and electrochemical switching in Au|redox

molecule|graphene junctions in ionic liquids and compare
the conductance with data from the counterpart Au|Au devices.
The target molecule chosen is an alkyl chain modified viologen
molecular wire (6V6) terminated with thiol anchoring groups at
each end. Ionic liquids are being used successfully in a growing
number of molecular electronics and single molecule electro-
chemical STM studies.10,16,31,48–52 The use of ionic liquid
electrolytes, rather than traditional organic electrolytes or aqu-
eous media, is attractive due to their chemical tunability, low
vapour pressure, and large electrochemical window.53–56 Osorio
et al.10 reported that in electrochemically gated junctions, ILs
are more effective than aqueous electrolytes in coupling the
molecule to the gate electrode.

Results and discussion

The redox behaviour of 6V6 with a graphene working electrode
was examined in the ionic liquid 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
triflate (BMIM-OTf) solution using cyclic voltammetry (CV). The
substrates used in our experiments are a few layers of graphene,
as confirmed by Raman spectroscopy in the ESI† (Fig. S3a). For
these CV experiments 5 mM of 6V6 was dissolved in the BMIM-
OTf. So the CV response corresponds to the diffusion controlled
reduction of the solution species. 6V6 undergoes a two-electron
transfer process, namely V2+ + e� - Vþ� and Vþ� + e� - V0,
with V = viologen, as shown in Fig. 1a. With the larger electro-
chemical window in BMIM-OTf, both electron transfer waves
are apparent in the CV. The peak-to-peak separation of first
redox wave (V2+ + e� - Vþ�) is at around 145 mV, while the
second wave is observed at 180 mV. In the case of both waves
the cathodic and corresponding anodic peak separations do
not correspond to those expected for ideal reversible solution
redox electrochemical processes. The non-ideality of the CV
waves could arise from quasi-reversibility associated with slow
electron transfer processes. With these limitations in mind, we
take the central point between each respective CV wave as an
approximation of the equilibrium redox potential, which is in
turn used in the modelling presented latter. It is worth noting
that this measured CV (as shown in Fig. 1b) shows a sloped
baseline, particularly apparent at the second redox wave
(Vþ� + e� - V0). This slope may be due to a minute amount
of residual water in the IL or a small amount of O2. Using the
Randles–Ševčı́k equation, the diffusion coefficient based on the
V2+ + e� - Vþ� reduction in BMIM-OTf was calculated as
D = 2.8 � 10�8 cm2 s�1.

We measured the conductance value of Au|6V6|graphene
junctions using the EC-STM I(s) technique. For each of the
molecular junction formed at a given electrode potential, more
than 300 I(s) curves featuring plateaus were recorded. These
were then used to construct the conductance 1D histogram as
shown in Fig. 2a. For each of the 1D conductance histograms a
clear peak is observed, indicating the most probable conduc-
tance value of the molecular junctions at that given electrode
potential.
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When the electrochemical single molecule conductance data
(taken from the histogram peaks of current plateau values) is
plotted for fourteen different electrode potentials two bell-
shaped profiles are observed. Fig. 2b shows this single mole-
cule conductance data for Au|6V6|graphene over the range of
electrode potentials with a cyclic voltammogram superimposed
on the same potential axis. The error bars were calculated from
the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian peak
fitting of the 1D conductance histogram values. A conductance
maximum of 5.9 nS is apparent, and this occurs at around
the redox equilibrium potential for the first redox reaction,

V2+ + e� - Vþ�. As the electrode potential is swept from
positive to negative electrode values through this first redox
process the system follows a ‘‘off–on–off’’ conductance switch-
ing profile.50 As noted above the CV peaks display irreversi-
bility, but as an approximation we have taken the centre point
between the peaks as an approximation of the equilibrium
redox potential for V2þjVþ� redox switching for the first wave
and Vþ�jV0 switching for the more cathodic redox wave. This
behaviour with a maximum molecular conductance close to the
V2þjVþ� reversible potential is similar to the well-known Au|Au
system (shown in Fig. S9, ESI†). These data show that

Fig. 2 (a) One-dimensional (1D) histogram representations of Au|6V6|graphene conductance behaviour recorded at the electrode potentials of
�0.95 V, �0.75 V, �0.55 V, �0.35 V, �0.30 V, �0.25 V, �0.15V, 0.15 V (versus Ag/AgCl). (b) The peak conductance of Au|6V6|graphene junctions against
the sample electrode potential, overlaid with a cyclic voltammogram (blue line) of 6V6 in BMIM-OTf.

Fig. 1 (a) The viologen based molecule (6V6), undergoes the two-step redox reaction of V2+ + e�- Vþ� , and Vþ� + e�- V0. (b) Cyclic voltammograms
recorded for the reduction of 6V6 (5 mM) in BMIM-OTf. The system was referenced against Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The CVs were run at between
0.2 V s�1 and 1 V s�1 with a graphene working electrode, Pt counter electrode and Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The right redox couple corresponds to

the one-electron reduction of the bipyridinium redox centre (V2+) to the radical anion (Vþ�), while the second redox couple corresponds to the electron
transfer between (Vþ�) and (V0).
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asymmetric Au|graphene electrode contacting offers highly
effective gating in ionic liquid. The conductance of Au|6V6|-
graphene molecular junctions changes from 5.9 nS (‘‘on’’ state)
at �0.25 V to 1.7 nS (‘‘off’’) at �0.95 V, which corresponds to a
factor of 3.5 between ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’. In the case of the
Au|6V6|Au system in ionic liquid a comparable ‘‘on’’/‘‘off’’ ratio
of 3.7 is observed.10 The peak conductance of Au|6V6|graphene
molecular junctions (5.9 nS) is however higher than that of
Au|6V6|Au junctions (1.5 nS) in ionic liquid. This higher
conductance of molecular junction with hybrid Au|graphene
electrode contacting is in agreement with our previous non-
electrochemical (2-terminal) STM studies.41–43 This can be
attributed to the weak van der Waals coupling with the gra-
phene electrode, where the molecular electronic levels are not
hybridized with the graphene electronic level. Hence, no broad-
ening of the molecular electronic level is observed which leads
to sharper molecular resonances. In addition, there is a less
prominent peak in the molecular conductance versus electrode
potential plot at �0.55 V in Fig. 2b. This conductance increase
could be considered as a response to the second redox reaction

Vþ�jV0, which has not been previously observed. These data
show the first example of electrochemical gating of single
molecule conductance with a graphene substrate electrode.

These experimental data for the gating of Au|6V6|graphene
junctions have been considered theoretically against two dif-
ferent mechanisms, namely phase coherent tunnelling and
sequential 2-step electron transfer. In both cases the influence
of the electrode potential on the evolution of the junction
conductance is modelled. In the case of phase coherent tunnel-
ling the gating is modelled by consideration of the evolution of
the charge state of the viologen moiety within the molecular
bridge. Here density functional theory (DFT) computations
have been performed for the junction with different molecular
charges (by adding or removing electrons to the full system and
then proceeding to the electronic self-consistency). This
approach is similar to previous calculations where counter ions
have been added to the system in order to tune the molecular
charge.57 The main objective is to simulate the experimental
molecular gating by changing the charge state of the molecule
in a self-consistent manner, and to deduce the corresponding
electronic transmissions.58–60 The molecular levels are shifted
due to the gating and the resonance is obtained when a
molecular level crosses the Fermi level. In Fig. 2, we can observe
two conductance peaks which are related to the two redox states
observed in the CV measurement. Also, the maxima of these
conductance peaks obviously correspond to the respective
molecular resonances, when a shifted molecular level is located
at the Fermi level. The unit cell used for the calculations,
namely the molecule between the gold and graphene electrode,
plus the two PF6

�ions, is represented in Fig. 3a. The orientation
of 6V6 molecule spanning the junction is confirmed by com-
paring the break-off distance (more detailed calculation of the
break-off distance can be found in ESI† and Fig. S6) against
the length of fully extended 6V6 molecule (Fig. S7, ESI†). The
corresponding transmission curves calculated for molecular
charges ranging from �2.71 to �1.71 electrons (i.e. 2.71 to

1.71 electrons removed from the molecules, as a result after
self-consistency calculations of adding/removing the necessary
electrons to the whole system to obtain the corresponding
molecular level shift) are represented in Fig. 3b. Note that the
equilibrium state of the system, without any gating, corre-
sponds to a molecular charge �2.13 electrons (2.13 electrons
removed from the molecule to the electrodes), namely close to
the V2+ state of the molecular bridge. Here there is a small
difference in the charge states of the molecular bridge calcu-
lated using DFT with the recognised viologen redox states
observed in CV measurements. It is noted here that in the
CVs the peaks are related to reduction/oxidation of SAMs in
aqueous electrolytes between defined redox state, while DFT
does not include the medium, details of the SAM structure or
counterions from the electrolyte (i.e. DFT modelling is for the in
vacuo situation). This rationalises the small charge difference
in the molecular bridge calculated using DFT with respect to
the 2+ state, for example.

As a main feature, one can observe a strong resonance near
the Fermi level for almost all the transmission curves calculated
with different molecular charge states. This is related to the
evolution of the HOMO level of the molecule with the removal
of about two electrons from the bipyridine core, reaching a full
resonance at around �1.5 electrons, near the V2+ state. How-
ever, with the charging of the molecule, from �2.71 electrons to
�1.71 electrons (gaining one electron in the whole range), a
shift of the transmission spectra towards negative energies is
seen (Fig. 3c). This situation is similar to what happens in a
semiconductor -based transistor when applying a gate
potential.33 Hence, the application of a gate potential in our
experiments modifies the molecular charge around the V2+

state, and the measured conductance will be maximum at that
resonance.

Fig. 3 (a) Atomistic representation of the molecular junction and its two
PF6

� ions used for the DFT calculations. (b) Corresponding calculated
electronic transmission curves for different molecular charge states. (c) A
zoom of the transmissions near the Fermi level, showing the evolution of
the conductance with the molecular charge, where the legend is same as
Fig. 3b. (d) Evolution of the calculated conductance as a function of the
molecular charge.
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The evolution of the calculated conductance as a function of
the molecular charge is represented in Fig. 3d. A reduction of
the molecular charge corresponds experimentally here to the
application of a negative gating potential, transferring electrons
to the molecule. Experimentally, the highest conductance is
observed at the redox equilibrium state between V2+ and V+ as a
mix of both populations. Further charging of the molecule
would yields a second resonance, related to the Vþ� to V0

transition, where the charge state of the molecule would be
between �1 and 0 electrons.

Obviously, a fully quantitative comparison between DFT and
experimental results is difficult to obtain as a result of normal
approximations implicit to the method. Nevertheless, DFT still
represents a correct approximation of the electronic structure
of a realistic system, which is hardly reachable using a model
Hamiltonian. Also, the conductance is extracted from calcula-
tions in the neighbourhood of mathematical resonances, lead-
ing to high maxima, which are of course not observed under
real experimental conditions. Consequently, the theoretical
gating curve presents a higher maximum than what is observed
experimentally. However, the physical behaviour of the mole-
cular junction is well captured by the gating model we use here
and the main message remains that the bell curve experimen-
tally observed is related to a tuning of the charge state of the
molecule.

Comparison with similar computations for the gold–gold
junctions leads to analogous results. This correlates with the
similarity of the experimental data for Au|6V6|Graphene and
Au|6V6|Au junctions (see Fig. S9b, ESI†). The main differences
lie in the initial charge state of the molecule that drives the
amplitude of the gate potential to be applied to reach the
maximum of resonance. Regarding the similar conductance
values, this can be attributed to the decoupling of the active
molecular part with the alkyl linker chains. These relatively
poor conducting chains can be thought of as decoupling the
viologen redox centre from the enclosing contacts thereby
reducing the role of the electrodes. This feature is illustrated
for the Au|6V6|Au junction through the isoelectronic density of
states calculation shown in Fig. S11 (ESI†). The electronic
density is localized near the redox active part, with no con-
tribution along the alkyl chains.

We next turn to modelling the data to sequential 2-step
electron transfer in the adiabatic limit. This mechanism is
described in the introduction. An analytical representation of
this model is given below, and this can be used to numerically
fit the experimental data:33

jenhanced � j0 exp
�l
4kT

� � exp
ejVbiasj
4kT

� �

cosh
e 0:5� gð ÞVbias � exZ

2kT

� �

This equation describes the enhanced current ( jenhanced)
through the molecular junction as a function of the electro-
chemical overpotential (Z) and further details can be found in
ref. 33 and references therein. The terms in this equation are

the reorganization energies (l), the bias voltage (Vbias), the
fraction of the electrode potential (x) and the bias voltage (g)
experienced at the redox centre, the charge on an electron (e),
Boltzmann’s constant (k) and the absolute temperature (T).61

An expression for the preexponential factor is:33

j0 = enoeff/2p

With33

n � eVbias
1

2kLrL
þ 1

kRrR

� ��1

The two contacting electrodes are labelled here as left (L)
and right (R). The terms in the two latter equations are the
electron transmission coefficient (k) and the electronic density
of states (r) in the electrodes close to the Fermi level. oeff refers
to the effective nuclear vibrational frequencies.

Use of this equation requires values for k, r and oeff to be
judiciously selected. Since the modelling is in the adiabatic
limit the electron transmission coefficients are taken to be
unity. The electronic density of states in the electrodes close
to the Fermi level are computed at first principle level using
DFT. DOS calculation has been made for gold and graphene
electrodes. In the case of graphene there is a small p doping for
the graphene contact, as the Dirac point is located at around
0.4 eV above the Fermi level. Numerical values of 10.97 eV�1 for
the DOS of gold and 0.86 eV�1 for the DOS of graphene are
obtained, giving approximately a factor of around ten differ-
ences between the two different electrode materials. The term
oeff is trickier since we have no method for directly experimen-
tally evaluating this or numerically calculating in from first
principal computations. Previous work has used oeff/2p =
B1011 to 1012 Hz.62 Such frequencies might align with low
frequency nuclear modes. Given the uncertainty in the choos-
ing an optimal numerical value for oeff two limits are chosen
here, a lower frequency value (200 cm�1 or 6 � 1012 Hz) and a
higher value (1000 cm�1) which might be more representative
of higher frequency modes associated with the viologen rings.

Fitting of the experimental single molecule data to the KU
model is shown in Fig. 4. This plots enhanced junction current,
which is the current at the given electrode potential above the
junction current which flows at a potential away from both
maxima. This baseline current, taken here from the experi-
mental junction current value at �0.95 V, is subtracted to give
the enhanced current. Fitting is achieved for both the first and
second reduction waves. For the purpose of the fitting, the
maxima are taken to fall at the respective reversible potentials,
which is reasonable since the mid-points of the CV waves in
Fig. 2b falls at values close to respective conductance maxima.
The fit in Fig. 4 is for the chosen higher frequency value for oeff

(1000 cm�1) and the fitting parameters can be found in Table
S1 in the ESI.† This yields numerical fit values of reorganisation
energies for the first and second reduction of 0.27 and 0.4 eV,
respectively. Taking the lower oeff (200 cm�1) gives values of
0.1 eV for the first and 0.24 eV for the second reduction. In all
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cases, for the purpose of the fitting, the maxima are taken to
fall at the respective reversible potentials, with the fraction of
the electrode potential experienced at the redox sites set to
unity. This attests to the very efficient electrochemical gating in
the ionic liquid which has been previously discussed.10,50 Note
that for this model the smaller single molecule conductance
enhancement for the second reduction of the viologen is a
result of a significantly higher reorganisation energy for this
process compared to the first reduction. It is not unreasonable
that the first and second reduction processes present different
reorganisation energies since they result in different electronic
structural changes in the viologen moiety. A note of caution is
added here regarding quantitative fitting, in that the model is
formulated for small overpotentials and small bias voltages
such that eZ and eVbias are significantly smaller than the
inferred reorganisation energies. In our measurements eVbias

(200 meV) is somewhat smaller than the inferred reorganisa-
tion energies for oeff = 1000 cm�1. However, it is experimentally
not possible to measure such data at the very low bias voltage
values which might be theoretically desired, since the junction
current would be too low to experimentally determine at very
low bias values.

The experimental data can be fitted with reasonable para-
meters to both the phase coherent DFT model and the 2-step
sequential KU model despite the differing fundamental basis of
these two contrasting models. This clearly merits further inves-
tigations. An obvious suggestion here would be to investigate
temperature dependence since the first assumption would be
that a coherent tunnelling mechanism would be temperature
independent while an incoherent one would exhibit tempera-
ture dependence. However, this is not so obviously the case,
since even phase coherent transport has been shown to exhibit
significant temperature dependence as a result of the tempera-
ture dependence of the Fermi distribution function of the
electrodes.63,64 Experimentally measuring the temperature

dependence of molecular conductance over a sufficiently wide
temperature range in situ in electrolytes is also experimentally
challenging.

It should also be stressed that both mechanisms examined
here involve assumptions. While the phase coherent DFT
computations model the molecular charge changes resulting
from electrode potential tuning, they do not account for
dynamics in the molecular junction, corresponding to either
nuclear dynamics or charge state dynamics associated with
temporal charging or discharging of the bridge. The KU model
also makes assumptions and requires some difficult choices for
parameters. This model calculates the current enhancement on
moving the electrode potential from values far away from the
redox switching potential to potentials close to the reversible
potential. It does of course not include an ab initio calculation
of the ‘‘off resonance’’ junction conductance. An important
aspect of this work is that it raises fundamental questions with
respect to the definition of the states used to describe the
system and the transition mechanisms between these states.
Indeed, in the DFT approach, we consider the evolution of the
initially defined HOMO and LUMO levels through the charging
of the molecule and their corresponding resonances. These
levels consist in monoelectronic levels, as described in DFT.
Oppositely in the KU approach, we consider a transition
between the so-called redox states defined intrinsically, which
do not evolve with the electric field. These states can be defined
as collective states of the system. Hence, in one case we
consider the evolution of monoelectronic resonances with the
electric field, while in the other we consider a transition
induced by the electric field between well-established collective
states. Both models of course do not consider that there might
be contributions from both mechanisms operating simulta-
neously under the given operating conditions. Computational
modelling which could reasonably account for all of these
factors would be indeed very challenging and will have to wait
for future step-changes in methodology.

From an experimental viewpoint, characterization of junc-
tion nuclear or charge dynamics is well beyond any reasonably
achievable experimental determination. Nevertheless, it is
noted recently that long lived ‘‘trapped’’ charged states have
been identified in redox active molecular junctions. Such long
lived charge states have been detected in Au–viologen–Au
nanoparticle on mirror (NPoM) junctions.65 Here, time resolved
Raman spectra followed the dynamics of temporary populated
charged states of these molecular junctions which could be
spectroscopically tracked in real time. In these experiments, the
transient charge states were created by plasmon-induced hot
electron transfer between gold nanoparticles and the LUMO of
the viologen.64 Unexpectedly long-lived charge states have also
been detected in single molecule Au|oligo-porphyrin|Au mole-
cular junctions by rapidly recording I–V traces.66 Such long-
lived charge states were formed in these 2-terminal junctions
for moderate junction bias voltages (B1 V). The longevity of
such transient charged junction states greatly exceeds the
expected relaxation dynamics associated with reorganization
and relaxation at the redox centre, prior to and following the

Fig. 4 Enhanced single molecule junction current versus electrode
potential for Au|6V6|graphene in BMIM-OTf. The red triangles and line
show the experimental data. The green dots show the fit to the KU
equation for the first reduction wave, while the blue dots show the fit
for the second reduction. Fitting parameters are discussed in the text.
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electron transfer steps in the KU model. Nevertheless, the
possible role of unusually long-lived (‘‘trapped’’) charge states
should also be further investigated to see if they may be playing
a role under electrochemical conditions in nanoscale junctions.
If they are playing a role then a fundamental re-evaluation of
mechanisms for charge transfer in such redox active nano-
electrical junctions will be needed.

Conclusions

To summarize, we have studied here the electrical conductance
of viologen based molecular junctions using gold and graphene
heterojunction electrodes contacts. Using an electrochemical
STM, with a gold STM tip and graphene substrate, the single
molecule conductance has been measured as a function of the
electrochemical gating potential applied in the ionic liquid, 1-
butyl-3-methylimidazolium triflate (BMIM-OTf). An efficient
electrochemical gate tuning of the conductance of Au|6V6|gra-
phene junctions is achieved, which is characterised by a clear
and sharp peak in the single molecule conductance versus
electrochemical potential data for the first reduction wave of
the viologen. The peak conductance at this first reduction wave
of Au|6V6|graphene molecular junctions (5.9 nS) is nearly four
times larger than that of previously measured Au|6V6|Au junc-
tions (1.5 nS) in ionic liquid. This might be attributed to the
weak coupling at the molecule/graphene interface, leading to a
sharp molecular resonance. The impact of the second
reduction step of the viologen to its neutral form on the
molecular conductance is also observed for the first time. The
second reduction wave gives a smaller molecular conductance
enhancement than the first wave.

We compare these data with two theoretical models, namely
first principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations and
the Kuznetsov Ulstrup sequential electron transfer model. Both
models, despite their very different physical origin can be fitted
to the experimental data within reasonable parameter assump-
tions. DFT is able to simulate the experimental data with a
simple gating model in a monoelectronic approach, namely by
adding an external potential that shifts the molecular electronic
levels and modifies the charge state of the molecule (similarly
to the gate in a transistor), which allows accurate identification
of the molecular electronic resonances observed. Moreover,
comparison with Au|6V6|Au junctions reveals a quantitatively
similar behaviour, although peak single molecule conductance
values are significantly higher for Au|6V6|graphene junctions.
Nevertheless, the qualitatively similar behaviour can be accre-
dited to the active molecular part being decoupled from the
electrodes through the alkyl spacer chains. On the other hand,
the conductance-overpotential curves can also be fitted to the
Kuznetsov Ulstrup sequential electron transfer model within a
collective approach, to give reasonable parametric fits. Since
both models rely on very different physical mechanisms, it is
possible that fitting to either one might be coincidental or that
both mechanisms operate under these conditions. Possible
future strategies that might help to distinguish the dominant

mechanism are discussed. Finally, it is noted that coherent
tunnelling (modelled with DFT computations here) and the
sequential electron transfer (KU) models are divergent mechan-
isms. In this sense, it is not feasible to have compliance with
both, and this is not the intention of this study. The point that
we are making is that we can fit data to both models with
parameters which are not unreasonable, which means that the
charge transport mechanisms for such systems remains open
for further investigations. By comparing to, and achieving
apparently reasonable fits to both models, we are presenting
a challenge to the community to compare fits to divergent
models and hopefully then discover future ways, experimental
or theoretical, to distinguish between them in such systems.
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